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Cookie configurator

You can access the cookie configurator at any time by clicking here.

What are cookies?

A cookie is a file that is downloaded to devices when accessing certain web pages, platforms

or applications, to store and retrieve information while the user accesses its contents. Cookies

can be used for very different purposes, such as, for example, recognizing the user, obtaining

information about the user's browsing habits, or customizing the way in which the content is

shown to the user.

Which cookies are used on this website?

The specific use of cookies on this website is described below.





You can find out about transfers to third countries that, where applicable, are carried out by

the third parties identified here, in their cookie policies (see the corresponding link to +Know

the third party).

It will be considered that there is processing of personal data through cookies when the user

has identified himself through a name or an e-mail address that identifies him, or when he

uses unique identifiers that allow to distinguish certain users from the rest and monitor them

individually. To obtain additional and detailed information on the rights of the user and the

processing of his personal data carried out through the cookies of this web page, you can

consult the privacy policy here.

Acceptance, rejection and configuration of cookies

As indicated in the previous section you can give your consent for the use of all cookies onAs indicated in the previous section, you can give your consent for the use of all cookies on

your device:

By clicking the “Accept cookies” button on the cookies banner available on this web

page, or

By clicking the “Accept cookies” button in the cookie configurator on this website, which

you can access through the cookies banner or through this policy, or

By selecting all the options provided and then clicking the “Save configuration” button in

the cookie configurator on this web page, which you can access through the cookies

banner or through this policy.



On the other hand, according to what is indicated in the previous section, you can refuse your

consent for the use of all the cookies mentioned on your device:

By clicking the “Reject cookies” button on the cookie banner available on this web page, or

By clicking the “Reject cookies” button of the cookie configurator on this website, which you

can access through the cookies banner or through this policy.

Keep in mind that if you accept third-party cookies, these must be deleted from the browser

options or from the system offered by the third party itself for this purpose.

We remind you that you can delete your browser’s browsing history (including cookies) by

consulting the options and instructions provided by your browser.

You can choose at any time, among the cookies mentioned, which cookies you allow and

which cookies you reject for use on the device, and give your consent for this purpose. In the

cookie configurator on this web page, you can enable the cookies that you decide to allow on

the device, or prevent the activation of those cookies that you decide not to allow on the

device, by selecting or deselecting them respectively and then clicking the “Save preferences”

button.

In addition, you can access additional information on how to enable, delete and/or manage the

use of cookies, through the corresponding browser, as indicated below:

Microsoft Internet Explorer: http :// windows.microsoft.com/es-ES/windows-vista/Block-

or-allow-cookies

Firefox http:/ /support.mozilla.org/es/kb/habilitar-y-dishabilitar-cookies-que-los-sitios-we

Safari http://support.apple.com/kb/ HT1677?viewlocale =ca_ES

Google Chrome https://support.google.com /chrome/ answer/95647?hl=es

Opera https://help.opera.com /en/ latest/web-preferences/#cookies

Ch i liChanges in policy

This Cookies Policy may be modified when required by current legislation at any given time or

when there is a change in the type of cookies used on the website.

Contact

If you want more information about the use of cookies on this website, you can go to

info@viraudit.com.




